FULL MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS

FREE LEGAL HELPLINE
Access 24 hours a day, 365 days a year for you and your family (living at the same address). Advice on employment matters, health and safety issues, consumer rights and any other legal matter.

PERSONAL ACCIDENT INSURANCE
Cover for time off work due to an accident at home, work or even on holiday as well as one off payments dependent on the type of injury. Call 01277 251000 and ask for Ira Mullish.

EDUCATION OPPORTUNITIES
All members are invited to sign on to a Continuing Professional Development (CPD) scheme, which records education and training achievement.

BIGGA REGIONAL TRAINING
BIGGA provide quality education and training courses at a minimum cost thanks to the support of Golden and Silver Key Members who contribute to the Education and Development Fund. Call 01347 833800.

CONTINUE TO LEARN
Run during Harrogate Week, Continue to Learn provides members with a week of seminars, workshops and debates ensuring there is something for everyone.

HARROGATE WEEK
Members are invited to attend Europe’s largest indoor turf exhibition which runs alongside the ClubHouse Exhibition every January at Harrogate.

BIGGA REFUND OF FEES SCHEME
Members may apply for an 80% refund of education and training fees up to a maximum of £350. Conditions apply. Call 01347 833800 for an application form.

BIGGA HIGHER EDUCATION SCHOLARSHIPS
Scholarships are available thanks to the support of Ransomes Jacobsen to help members move to higher education. The scholarships are awarded for courses such as N/SVQ Level 4, HNC, HND and a Bachelors or Masters degree.

OPEN CHAMPIONSHIP SUPPORT TEAM
An opportunity to be part of the support team that assists in the preparation of the Open Championship Course, before and after, each day’s play and the on course team which accompanies each match. Opportunities also exist to be a part of other Championships held throughout the year.

SUBSCRIPTION TO GKI MAGAZINE
A monthly copy of the Association award winning magazine delivered to your door. The magazine, valued at £42 per year, will keep you up to date with all that’s new in the industry.

MEMBERS HANDBOOK
A free yearly copy of this indispensable tool, enabling members to track down professional help and keep contact with contemporaries.

DISCOUNTED WORKWEAR
BIGGA have teamed up with ARCO, the leading supplier of workwear, safety clothing and maintenance products to offer members 20% discount off a choice of goods. Call 01482 611773 *Discount not available on selected products.

CAR LEASING
Driving a brand new car couldn’t be easier. Bigga has teamed up with Lex FreeChoice to offer an exclusive scheme, which allows you and your family members to drive the car you’ve always wanted at a price you can afford. Call 0800 419 930 and quote BIGGA.

CAR RENTAL
BIGGA have enrolled in National’s Affinity Leisure Programme that offers members exclusive rates on car and van hire in the UK and on international car hire in over 80 countries. Ring 0870 191 6950 and quote A099084 for UK Car hire, A099085 for UK Van Hire and 8573290 for International Car Hire.

FREE FIELD GUIDES
A set of field guides is available to every member on request. This handy guide is produced in an easy to use format and is an aid to course identification. Call 01347 833800.

INSURANCE QUOTATION SERVICE
A quotation service is available to members on a wide range of insurance products. Call 01603 828255 and quote UniBG0306.

BIGGA WEBSITE - WWW.BIGGA.ORG.UK
Exclusive access to the Members area of the website. Interact with other Greenkeepers on the bulletin board or check out the latest recruitment vacancies in the industry.

NETWORKING OPPORTUNITIES
When you join you are automatically given membership of one of the 27 sections around the country. As an active member you can attend golf days and other social events on a regular basis enabling you to network amongst others in the industry. Look at the ‘Around the Green’ section for contact details.

BIGGA LIBRARY
The BIGGA Library boasts over 650 books available to borrow for up to six weeks. The only cost is that of returning the book to HQ.
WE ARE THE CHAMPIONS

Our course here at Tyrrells Wood has recovered very well from all the hollow thing heavy dressings and renovation works that took place and kept us so busy during the past month or so. I would’ve thought we would be enjoying a slow down in growth that would release us from the intensity of cutting. Not a bit of it. As the trees start to change to their autumn splendour and blaze of colour, we are as busy cutting grass as we were a few months ago. But it’s not all bad, the course looks great and we still enjoy some very good playing surfaces.

Something happened a few weeks ago that surprised me! We were stopped from abstracting water from our borehole as the flow rate in the local river had fallen below the required flow rate. Not unheard of you might think, however, bearing in mind we have had a record-breaking year in terms of rainfall the last thing I expected to receive was a stop notice from the Environment Agency.

I might add that even with the driest year on record last year we were able to abstract fully all year, so it just goes to show things can and do change even when you least expect them to. Of course we were not abstracting any water at the time because of the heavy amounts of rainfall we experienced, so thank God they did it this year when we didn’t need the water rather than last.

Anyway enough of this dribble. I have had a packed month of doing nice things as your Chairman. My first venture was to BIGGA HQ and a chance to meet with the future. By that I of course mean ‘our’ future, yes, it was that time of year when we have the pleasure of meeting all the finalists in the Toro Student Greenkeeper of the Year competition during my year as Chairman. I hope you enjoy your time in the USA and that you return home to your family and work the richer for the experience. None of this would be possible without the continued support of the sponsor, Toro, so they also have my thanks for their input in the development of these young students and with the next year being the 20th anniversary, well done well to everyone involved and long may it continue.

October, and it was the turn of the west coast to host our National Championship so, packing everything an experienced traveller needs, namely everything except sun cream it would seem, off I set.

I arrived in Glasgow late afternoon and driving to the hotel we passed places I remembered from being a child, it was a real treat for me to be on the west coast again. Being born in Kilmarnock it was like going home for me quite a treat really. Anyway I digress as usual. We were here for 36 holes of golf on two splendid venues namely Dundred Links and Kilmarnock Barassie. So with the venues chosen the competitors started to arrive we had a full field with no spaces untaken. With some exceptional hospitality we had a great first day with a wee bit of rain to begin with, then the sun split the trees as usual and yours truly got a burnt head on the Dundred course. That night we had an exceptional dinner at Kilmarnock Barassie and were duly entertained by the Club Captain Mr Bob Pollock quiet a golfer and no mean speaker too boot. The next day’s play was looming and the heavens opened during the night - It could have been touch and go whether we would play at Barassie. But in true Greenkeeping fashion the boys were out early and mopped up the course for play on time and again the sun split the trees.

So after two days of play we came to the winners - Elliott Small (retirement must have its compensations) 36 hole gross 168 net 152 well-done young man and David Simpson, Crieff Golf Club, (with his dad George as caddie) 36 hole gross 150 net 152 being the overall winner. The region prize went to Scotland so congratulations to all the winners.

Thanks that should be mentioned - To both golf clubs we thank you for two superb golf courses and for your exceptional hospitality, to Ken Siems for his warm welcome at Dundred and Donald Wilson, Secretary at Barassie, to all the club staff that made us all feel so welcome. To Frank Clarkson and Brian Finlayson, respective Course Managers, and their dedicated Greenkeeping teams, well done you rose to the challenge and gave us two well-presented first class golf courses. To our wonderful sponsor, Kubota, who in the shape of Dave Roberts and Tom Dunlop, did a marvellous job. To Stuart Greenwood, an exceptional Scottish Chairman, and wonderful host. Without doubt our RA, Peter Boyd, did a fantastic job arranging everything and controlled us all in due process along the way and was for me the perfect host. So how did you play you might ask? Well, I can only boast that I played with some nice people and had the pleasure of seeing first hand what kind of golf it takes to win our national Championship. And one of my playing partners, Brian. He begged a mention. So there it is, young man.

Until next month, enjoy yourselves and remember when going home that’s another time to sparkle. Your family need that from you don’t you think?

Your next issue of GI will be with you by December 7th
Visit our website for a full archive of BIGGA magazine issues at www.bigga.co.uk
22–24 January 2008

Harrogate Week is an established education and exhibition experience that has grown to become a must-see annual turf and grounds care event. Why not network with the thousands of visitors and discover the new ideas, products and equipment that will help you produce impressive results.

To register, book education or find accommodation, visit www.harrogateweek.org.uk